My legal battle
for an FBI murder file

LE

ODD CONVERGENCE of three Amherst
graduates at a United States Court of Appeals
hearing is only one of many unexpected twists
in my three-year quest for an FBI murder file.
When I entered the chamber of the Court of
Appeals the morning of January 12. 1990. the
last thing on my mind was Lord Jeffery
Amherst. I was fighting my own war. against
what I considered an even more fearsome
enemy than Lord Amherst's Delaware Indians
- the FBI - and using what I took to be a more
civilized weapon than smallpox blankets~ the
law. Since July 1986, I had pursued the file of
the FBI's investigation of the 1931 murder of
my aunt, and the district court judge, Gerhard
Gesell. had ordered the FBI to turn over to me
the final three names withheld in the file. The
FBI had appealed.
I was represented by Hope O'Keeffe,
Amherst '79, Prior to the appeal, I had been a
pro se plaintiff, with continual legal advice and
significant drafting help in my two major briefs
from a close childhood friend. lrv Nathan. Irv.
a senior partner at Arnold and Porter in
Washington and a former deputy assistant atlorncy general under Jimmy Carter. normally
billed at $300 an hour, and his altruism and
fricndship in working gratis werc being sorely
tcsted by the FBI's limitlcss resistance 10 my
simplc request and by my pcrvcrse tcnacity in
keeping aftcr them. With the FBI's appeal. Irv
had turned to Hope, an associate at Arnold and
Porter. for help. Suddenly I had superb, official, pro bono representation.
Inside the stately courtroom, as we waited for
our case to be called, Hope surreptitiously
slipped me a cup. On it, Lord Amherst chased
two frightened Indians. This was the infamous
..genocide china" once used in Amherst's dining halls. (How Hope camc to have it does not
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Schmerler: A new respect for the law
need to be discussed.) Since the file I was seeking involved the 1931 murder of my aunt on an
Apache reservation, there was an ironic appropriateness to this gesture.
Henriena Schmerler, a 22-year-old graduate
student in anthropology, had completed three
and a half weeks of diligent field work with the
White Mountain Apache tribe in Arizona. when
her disappearance created headlines around the
country. A week later her baltered body was
found in a ravine, and three months later, after
a widely publicized FBI-led manhunt, a
21-year-old Apache was indicted for her rape
and murder. Henrietta's eminent anthropological mentors at Columbia University,
Ruth Benedict, Margaret Mead, and Franz
Boas, attempted to minimize the damage to
relations with the Native American peoples
they were so intently studying, by portraying
this as an isolated incident and Henrietta as
over&eager and indiscreet.
At the January appeals court hearing, each
side was given but ten minutes to make its case.
In reality, the three judges consumed most of
the time with their questioning. The lawyer for
the FBI, the appellant, took a hard line on the
confidentiality exemption in Freedom oflnfarmation Act cases; he contended. in effect, that
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anythillg told to the FBI by informants or interviewees was, ipso facto. confidential. The

justices appeared skeptical, even annoyed, by
this rigidity. If the information was innocuous,
if it was complimentary toward or supportive of
the subject, if it was given as prospective
testimony for a public trial- wouldn't this
vitiate the confidentiality claims'? What if, as in
my case, the informants were certifiably dead,
or if the FBI itself had released a good deal of
the file information to the press many years
earlier'? Not relevant, said the FBI.
Hope pointed out the narrowness of the FBI
position, and the peril to the free flow of information inherent within it. Her brief had argued
convincingly that there could have been neither
express nor implied assurances of confidentiality given to the Columbia anthropologists who
had provided background and character information to the FBI during its murder investigation. Certainly the release of these names
nearly 60 years later would not, as the FBI
claimed, "have a highly detrimental effect on
the operations of the FBI today ... But in their
questioning of Hope during the oral argument,
the appellate judges seemed more interested in
challenging the provocative opinions of Judge
Gesell, who had sternly reprimanded the FBI
for over-zealousness in keeping government
documents from citizens and who appeared to
want to broaden the criteria for releasing information. The death of informants, age of the
documents, and the context of the interviews
surely were to be considered, he had ruled.
In the cloakroom after the hearing, I
wondered why the Justice Department lawyer
who had argued for the FBI was coming toward
me, hand outstretched and smiling.
"I'm John Schnitker," he said. "We share
the same alma mater." "Amherst'!" I asked, a
bit disconcerted by the collegial bonding in the
midst of what was for me a solemn adversarial
proceeding. Schnitker was a 1974 graduate. I
told him of the Amherst pedigree of his opponent as well; and if Hope had not already left
the floor, there would undoubtedly have been a
full-scale reunion.
(Later, reconstructing the scene, I wondered
briefly how John knew where I went to school.
since it appeared in none of my legal papers.
This was not the first random paranoid thought
I had in my years of opposing the FBI. I'm sure
the answer is simple and innocent.)
Three months later the appeals court published its decision: Judge Gesell's decision had
been reversed by a unanimous vote. I would
never know whether it was. in fact, Ruth
Benedict, her field supervisor, who had said
some interesting things about my aunt to an FBI
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interviewer - or, less likely, Margaret Mead
or Franz Boas. It would not be a major loss to
the book I am writing, along with my sister,
about the murder. But it did mean, obviously,
that I would not go down in history as the person who opened wide the Freedom of Informa~
tion Act to future generations of researchers. I
worried, in fact, that I may have made it even
harder for future document-seekers. The second highest court in the land ruled it "of no moment to the analysis" that "nearly 60 years
have passed since the confidential sources were
interviewed and that the sources may have died.
... " It also ruled that "the Bureau is entitled 10
the presumption that the interviews with these
sources were conducted with implicit
assurances ofconfidentiality. "

EARLIER. MY CASE had gone a long way
toward achieving the opposite result. By the
time of Gesell's opinion ordering the release of
the last three names, I had procured almost
every word of the 454-page file.
The file had originally come to me, almost a
year after my initial request, in a form familiar
to all Freedom of Information requestors; with
many pages completely missing and on those
that were released, huge areas blacked out. My
administrative appeal succeeded in gelling additional material released. but by this time I was
angry. This was not a national security case.
The murderer had been convicted, served most
ofa life sentence, and died. The facts in the file
could not be embarrassing to any innocent people, even if they were alive, and none of the
principals were. It was obvious that the FBI
resented the Freedom of Information Ad,
enacted by Congress in 1966, and would oppose as a matter of policy the release of any
word in their files not explicitly required of
them.
When lrv told me that for $120 and the filing
of a few simple forms I could sue, and serve as
my own lawyer, I leapt in. It got less and less
simple in fairly short order. Even Irv, a tough
•'superlawyer" who had himself worked close
Iy with the FBI as the Justice Department's
liaison in the Abscam case, was amazed at the
FBI's dogged indefatigability in battling my re·
quest - and increasingly irritated by their
dogmatism.
In the beginning, he supplied me with sample
complaints and motions which helped me get
the case launched. He also recommended
strategies for my frequent negotiations with the
FBI's attorney on such things as time extensions for motions and demanding a more
p
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thorough justification and categorization of the
material withheld from my aunt's file. At this
point, I still typed all my own motions (including - my personal favorite - the little
descending parentheses next to the' 'Gilbert R.
Schmerler v. Federal Bureau ofInvestigation"
that seemed to provide legal authenticity to the
title page of each document). I enjoyed playing
lawyer.
Sevcral months into the lawsuit. in March
1988, playtime endcd. The FBI filed more than
48 pages of briefs and affidavits. which
presented its legal arguments for withholding
material, based primarily on the "personal
privacy" and "confidential sourcc" exemptions to the Freedom of Information Act. I was
awed by the amount of rcsearch and effort that
would havc to go into my reply: frankly, also.
thcir arguments seemed pretty persuasive to my
lay mind. Irv, on the other hand. was less impressed, and told me to get to a law library and
go to work. With the FBI's agreement. I moved
for a two-month enlargement of time to file my
reply - to June 30, since my real-life responsibilities as a school principal heated up intensely in the late spring, and I knew I would
need the two weeks after the June 15 graduation
to complete the reply. Judge Gesell granted an
enlargement. but for some reason he crossed
out June 30 and wrote lillie /6, assuring that
either I couldn't do an adequate job or I would
need serious help.
The weekend before the reply was due. I
gratefully accepted Irv's offer to visit him in
Washington and have him work with me on it. I
had previously sent him seven or eight pages of
my own shoddy research and writing. which he
labeled. in a manner only a friend of 35 years
can get away with. "pathetic." During that
weekend he virtually locked me round the clock
in his offices and had me writing affidavits.
developing chronologies. checking precedent
cases, and editing various versions of the brief.
The result. magically, was about 44 pages of
our own. which I submitted on time. with the
impressive and now very necessary clerical
help of Arnold and Porter's legal secretaries.
I was continually surprised at the energy of
the process I had unleashed. The FBI seemed to
have several lawyers and agents devoting time
to the case. On several occasions already. the
FBI had released new information from the file
as a result of my administrative appeals and my
lawsuit. (For example. a 23-page release in July was said to correct "minor inconsistencies in
processing the documents. ") I found myself
more and more determined to persevere.
The FBI filed another long brief in July.
seeming once again to my untrained eye effecFall 1990
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tively to rebut. with legal precedent. all my
arguments. This time. with school out, I had no
excuse to shirk my homework. I parked myself
in the Columbia Law Library for nearly a week
and discovered. with increasing excitement. the
logic, the symmetry. even the beauty of the
law. I learned how simply law books arc
categorized and found out how quick access to
them could be. unlike other forms of research I
had done in the past. I even began to belie\'e I
was finding weaknesses in the FBI's legal
arguments, found a few miscitations. and
developed a few compelling arguments of my
own.
Irv accepted my draft without the u!>ual critique I had come to expect from an invariably
tough critic. When I heard several days later
from one of his associates that he had privately
told the folks back in the office that he thought
my work was quite good. I was as proud as I
had been that day in 1961 when Roger Sale in
English 2 complimented the "Schmerlerian
style."
The day I was to meet with Irv to work on the
brief (now officially entitled' 'Plaintiffs Reply
Memorandum in Support of His Cross-Motion
for Summary Judgment"). my sister and I
made a sensational discovery in the National

Abu\'c: A cuntcmporaQ nc\\spapcr
photo of thc murder
\'ictim, Henrietta
Schmerler. along \\ ill
an FBI telegram \\ ith
kc~' passages hluckened out.
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Archives: we found a large file on our aunt's
murder containing many of the same FBI
memoranda which the Bureau was fiercely
withholding on the grounds of privacy and confidentiality. The documents had sat in the Archives, open to all the public. since the Justice
Depanment had put them there in 1943. The
course of the lawsuit had now turned clearly in
my favor. The introduction to the brief
declared: •'Important new evidence obtained
since receipt of defendant's opposition to my
motion for summary judgment reveals that the
Unitcd States Governmcnt recognized long ago
that there are no longer any valid privacy intercsts or confidential sources to be protectcd in
the 57-year old investigation into the murder of
my aunt on an Indian reservation."
The result was a bonanza. The FBI's lawyer
was on the phone to me in a flash. asking me to
enumeratc the documcnts I had unearthcd in the
Archives and assuring me that, "of course. this
shcds a different light on things." Aftcr a linle
jockeying, in coun papers, as to whether, during that phone call, I had waived my request for
the FBI to send me its file copies of my National Archives discoveries (l said no, I hadn ·t.
since there may have been margin notes, for example, on the FBI copies). I received in the
mail 131 new pages in full from the file. New
material was revealed. including the fact that a
third man. mentioned in no other documents we
had seen. may have accompanied the kiIler and
his brother-in-law in a visit to my aunt on the
afternoon of the murder. The lawsuit was paying off. Now. alI or pans of only 29 pages were
still being withheld from the 454. I was asked
over the phone. as I had been each time a
release of material occurred, whether I was
now satisfied or would insist on contesting further their exemption claims. The answer was
gening easier each time: •'I'll continue until I
have every word."
For the first time, that goal actually seemed
attainable.
Nothing remotely prepared me for the next
surprise a few weeks later. Judge Gesell. whom
I had never spoken to or even seen. delivered
an opinion. dated September 29. ordering the
FBI to justify, far more specifically and extensively than it had. the withholding of names and
other information. He chastised the FBI for inconsistent release of materials, for failing to
recognize the "clear public interest" in release
of the file, and for not taking into account the
age of the documents, the fact that most of the
people included were dead, and that the FBI following the direct lead of J. Edgar Hoover had selectively used some of the same material
itself for Bureau publicity.
As I read the opinion in my home. caught off

guard. it dawned on me slowly that I may just
have won a legal victory. I called Irv. slill
uncenain, to read him the opinion. When he
was excited, I knew that something significant
had been accomplished.
The FBI's reaction showed that they were
now quite concerned. They filed yet another
sizeable brief. begging the court to reconsider
its opinion and at the same time releasing most
of the 29 remaining pages "because of the
historical interest of the Schmerler case." Attached was a lengthy affidavit from Emil
Moschella. top man in the FBI's Freedom of
Information section. saying that the confidentiality exemption was crucial to the FBI's functioning.
Only eight names were now withheld. Every
other word of the 454-page file was in my
possession.
Now it was clear that the entire pattern of FBI
withholdings and releases during my two-year
pursuit of the file was almost entirely arbitrary.
Why these panicular names came to be the final
ones in contention foIlowed no discernible
logic. Simple resistance to releasing any names
not absolutely mandated. and the happenstance
of the lawsuit - not any overall plan or rationale - seemed to have brought the FBI to its
position at this time not to release these particular eight names.
From the context. I was finaIly able to make
some reasonable guesses as to who the sources
might be. There was an Apache interpreter
whose name would be of little or no relevance.
and two other minor Apache sources whose
identities would be of no significance to my
research. The rest were Columbia University
personnel, and several of these were low-level
employees providing innocuous informatjon.
There seemed to be no point in continuing the
struggle for those names. On the other hand.
there were significant quotations from one or
two of Henrietta's anthropological supervisors
- most likely including Ruth Benedict discussing the field instructions she had been
given. That was important.
I came to understand that the process I was
engaged in was in fact a negotiation. At Irv's
suggestion I called the FBI's lawyer to offer a
deal: if they would confirm that one of the
sources was Benedict. and identify her
remarks, I would drop my request for the other
names. As he invariably did. he said he would
need to consult his superiors. He called back
the next day to tell me that they would give me
nothing not ordered directly by the court.
With Irv out of the country that week. I was
on my own to draft a reply to the coun. I decided to give up pursuit of at least five of the
(Comitlued 0" page 2J)
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(FBI, from page 20)
names and to submit encyclopedia pages
establishing the death of the three most famous
Columbia anthropologists Benedict, Mead,
and Boas - asking that the court order the
release ofthose names if they were in fact being
withheld.
On December 9, 1988, the court so ordered.
Judge Gesell simply was not buying the FBI's
"boilerplate" assertions that release of the
names would dry up character sources in con·
temporary investigations. I had. miraculously.
won my case in District Court.
In February the FBI appealed the December
9 ruling. And in March, despite Irv's warning
that fighting the appeal would be timeconsuming and costly and that the strongly con~
servative appeals court would probably reverse
the decision anyway, he and Hope entered the
case officially as my aUorneys.
Before the appeal was argued. there was a
side battle over auorney's fees and court costs.
I was entitled to compensation, since whatever the outcome of the appeal - I had
"substantially prevailed" in my lawsuit. with
the vast bulk of the file I sought now in my
possession. The FBI bauled determinedly
again, worried about precedent. Hope eventually negotiated for me a settlement of $6.750, a
figure which, since Irv and Hope made it clear
that the money was for me alone. seemed to me
a goodly amount for the legal labors of a pro se
plaintiff.
At the hearing on attorney's fees, I had my
only actual view of Judge Gesell. a sharp, impressive. white-haired octogenarian whose face
became familiar to America when he presided
over the Oliver North trial shortly after mine.
Although he was skeptical of my claim for attorney's fees, he was a hero 10 me for his
courageous rulings in my case. I wanted Irv to
call me as a witness, but the judge would not
allow it.
Hope submitted an incisive 44-page brief to
the Court of Appeals and got her ten minutes of
oral argument before the three-judge panel.
The panel consisted of Ronald Reagan's most
conservative appointees: James Buckley, the
brother of William F.; Laurence Silberman.
one of President Bush's Supreme Court
finalists; and David Sentelle, who had been endorsed for the Court by Jesse Helms. Thus, the
unanimous decision to reverse Judge Gesell and
to allow the FBI to withhold those last names
was no surprise. (Silberman and Sentelle again
in July provided the majority votes to reverse a
decision of Judge GeselJ's court, this time setting aside Oliver North's conviction.)
Ironically, the publicity that I sought and
failed to get when the original decisions came

out in my favor now followed the Court of Appeals' negative decision. 77lc Washingto1/ Post
headlined a page-three article. "Writer Loses
Bid To Unveil 1931 Sources," and Reuters
spread the story around the country. I heard
from a number of readers, including James
Lesar and the Reporters Committee for
Freedom of the Press. whose names arc attached to famous Freedom of Information
cases. One expert reassured me that my setback
was 1/otlikely to become a landmark case; in
fact, she said, FOIA researchers were as likely

The FBI's lawyer was on the
phone in a flash, asking me to
enumerate the documents I had
unearthed.
to be able to usc Gesell's un-appealed
September 29 opinion as a tool in their behalf.
(It was in this first opinion that Gesell most
clearly and extensively laid out the rationale for
using reasonable criteria for withholding
documents; in the second opinion. the appealed
one, he ordered the release of three specific
names.) I also heard from a wonderful, bright.
83-year old woman with a tremendous
memory, who had played hockey with Henrietta at NYU and had quotable comments about
my aunt's lack of lustful inclinations. (My aunt
was raped prior to her murder and, in the normal tradition of blaming the victim, the defense
had promoted stories of promiscuity.)
My venture into the law was a mixed but
ultimately profound experience. It was, particularly when the victories were won, egoinflating and exhilarating; just as frequently. it
was humbling. More than ever before, even in
my years of teaching the Constitution to
children, I felt the power a single citizen can
hold in a democracy, and gained new respect
for the protection provided by law and our
system of checks and balances. I also got a
first-hand taste of how petty and misguided our
most powerful government institutions can be. I
gained new appreciation for the skills of our
best lawyers. an awe at the resources they command, and a healthy sense of the hazards facing
a dilettante trying to play in the big leagues. I
learned something about the values of persistence, clarity, hard work, and friendship.
And, with only a minor exception, I got my
file .•
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